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theology of ielam based upon SUNNAH OF PROPHET MARXISTS

POLITICIANS MASQUERADING SELLING FAR FETCHED FANTASTIC

APOLOGIES FOR HAVOC CREATED BY ISLAMIC ICONOCLASM »

What was uncovered at Sidhpur only to be covered up again was verily the tip of

an iceberg which remains submerged in hundreds of histories written by Muslim

historians, in Hindu literary sources whic...
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DERA KESHAV RAI TEMPLE CREATED ON BIDDHIST MONASTRY AS

SUCH IDGAH BUILT ON RUIN OF BUDDHISM »

According to the Marxist professors “what is really required is an investigation

into the theory that both the Dera Keshav Rai temple and the Idgah were built on

the site of a Buddhist monastery which...
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RUDRAMAHALAYA BUILT AT SIDHPUR STRIFE WITH COMMUNAL

PROBLEM ON SUPERSTRUCTURE OF JAMI MASJID »

In order to understand fully the meaning of what was exposed at Sidhpur and the
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strife it caused, we have to know what the Rudramahãlaya was, how it came to

be built at Sidhpur and how a Jãmi' Masjid ...
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Conversion Of JUMMA MUSJID CONSTRUCTED ON SIDHPUR HINDUS

TEMPLE LAND WAS NOT ACCEPTED AS PROTECTED MONUMENT »

The Fourth Annual Report of the Minorities' Commission submitted to the

President of India through the Ministry of Home Affairs on April 19, 1983, carries

an account of a dispute over the Jãmi' Masjid...
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WHAT MUSLIM RESPONSE TO HINDUS PROTECTION AS PROVIDED

BY SIDDHARAJA JAYASUMHA »

The protection provided by Siddharãja JayasiMha to Muslims and their places of

worship was continued by his successors in Gujarat. The population of Muslims

as well as their places of worship continue...
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THEOLOGY OF ISLAM THEOLOGY CONQUERORS TO HINDUS PLACE

OF WORSHIP »

We have cited from eighty histories written by Muslims over a period of more

than one thousand years. We have also cited several Islamic inscriptions which

confirm what the historians say. The citatio...
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ISLAM AS EXPOUNDED IS MERE WINDOW DRESSING BY PROPHET

RULES THE ROOST »

Muhammad had made Allãh into his private preserve when he proclaimed that

no one except him knew the will of Allãh first-hand, and that he alone will

intercede on the Day of Judgment for deciding who ...
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THREE HUNDRED AND SIXTY IDOLS SMASHED BY PROPHET MEANT FOR

PRESERVING SUPER NATURAL POWERS TO RUIN »

Soon after entering Mecca, the Prophet went to the Ka'ba, took its key from

'Uthmãn B. Tãlha, and entered it. Ibn Ishãq records, “There he found a dove

made of wood. He broke it in his hands and threw...
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JUDAISM AND CHRISTIANITY EQUIPPED THE PROPHET TO DESTROY

PAGEN TEMPLES »

Judaism and Christianity had equipped the Prophet of Islam with an exclusive

god and a sectarian scripture which declared war on pagan Gods and their

places of worship. The Jews and Christians in Arab...
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muhammad is apostle of ALLAH STALINIST HISTORIANS EVEN

REJECTED AS REPUGNANCE WERE REGIME BY NEHRU EDUCATION

MINISTER MAULANA ABDUL KALAM AZAD TILL THEY IDENTIFIED AND

EXPOSED »

The Prophet had kept his mission concealed for three years after he received

the first revelations. The Muslim brotherhood had functioned as a secret society.

Ibn Ishãq gives a list of persons who had...
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UNLIKE JEHOVAH ALLAH DID NOT HAVE TO FACE FAILURE

MONOTHEISM AND IDOLATRY ON OTHER »

The Allah of the Qur'ãn announced again and again that he was making his

revelations available in the Arabic language so that the Arabs could have a

scripture of their own. The response from the Arabs...
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SON OF MAN, CAUSE JERUSALEM TO KNOW HER ABOMINATIONS »

As we shall see, the Allãh of the Qur'ãn says again and again that he is not

revealing anything new but only re-affirming what is already recorded in the

earlier scripture, namely, the Bible. He is an...
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MONOTHEISM INFECTED JEWS AND SOLD THEM INTO SLAVERY TO

JEHOVAH »

Monotheism had infected the Jews some two millenia before the birth of

Muhammad. Moses had sold them into slavery to Jehovah, a demoniacal Spirit

masquerading as the one and only God. Many books of th...
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PRE ISLAMIC ARABS WERE MUSHRIKS ADDICTED TO WORSHIPPING

NUMEROUS IDOLS »

“They say that the beginning of stone worship among the sons of Ishmael was

when Mecca became too small for them and they wanted more room in the

country. Everyone who left the town took with him a st...
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PRE ISLAMIC ARABS WERE DESPICABLE BARBARIANS »

Muslim theologians and historians present a pretty dark picture of pre-Islamic

Arabia. Its people, we are told, were unrepentant pagans and polytheists unware

of the Unity of God and the succession of...
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DESTRUCTION OF HINDUS TEMPLES BY ISLAMIZED INVADERS

THROLOGY OF MONOTHEISM »

The destruction of Hindu temples at the hands of Islamized invaders continued

for more than eleven hundred years, from the middle of the seventh century to

the end of the eighteenth. It took place all...
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RAMAJANMABHUMI TEMPLE SUPPRESSED CHAPTER OF HISTORY

PUT TO ONSLAUGHT BY JUSTICE SUDHIR AGRAWAL TITLE SUIT

JUDGEMENT »

Preface The movement for the restoration of the Ramajanmabhumi Temple at

Ayodhya has brought to the fore a suppressed chapter of India’s history,

namely, the large-scale destruction of Hindu temples1...
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BABRI NASJID BUILT ON FOUNDATION OF TEMPLE USING ITS STONE

AND STRUCTURE, WHAT THE JUDGEMENT OF JUSTICE SUDHIR

AGRAWAL »

Hideaway Communalism Arun Shourie A case in which the English version of a

major book by a renowned Muslim scholar, the fourth Rector of one of the

greatest centres of Islamic learning in India, list...
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MAULANA ABDUL HAI OF HINDUS TEMPLES TURNED INTO MOSQUES

IS A TIP OF ICEBERG »

The Tip of An Iceberg Sita Ram Goel The mention made by Maulana Abdul Hai

(Indian Express, February 5) of Hindu temples turned into mosques, is only the

tip of an iceberg, The iceberg itself lies sub...
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WHY DID ISLAMIC INVADERS DESTROYED HINDUS TEMPLE and

DESECRATE HINDUS IDOLS GODS »

Some Historical Questions Sita Ram Goel Why did Islamic invaders continue to

destroy Hindu temples and desecrate the idols of Hindu Gods and Goddesses

throughout the period of their domination? Why d...
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PROPHET DEVOTES ARAB POLYTHEISM OF ISLAM »

In the Name of Religion Sita Ram Goel We shall now take up the explanation

provided by the theology of Islam derived from the Quran and the Hadis. Ibn

Ishaq, the first biographer of the Prophet, de...
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TIP IN THE ICEBERG IN THE NAME OF RELIGION HIDEAWAY

COMMUNALISM »

A Need to Face the Truth Ram Swarup The article “Hideaway Communalism”

(Indian Express, February 5, 1989), is unusual. It discusses a question which

has been a taboo and speaks on it with a franknes...
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COLONIAL HISTORY HAVE BEEN WRITTEN FROM BRITISHERS POINT

OF VIEW »

Historians Versus History Ram Swarup Wole Soyinka, African Nobel Laureate,

delivering the 20th Nehru Memorial Lecture on November 13, 1988, made an

important though by no means a new observation - th...
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COLONIAL HISTORY HAVE BEEN WRITTEN FROM BRITISHERS POINT

OF VIEW »

Historians Versus History Ram Swarup Wole Soyinka, African Nobel Laureate,

delivering the 20th Nehru Memorial Lecture on November 13, 1988, made an

important though by no means a new observation - th...
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IS it Stability, Is It Unity , is It Communal Ferenji Or need for

COURAGE AMONGST HINDUS »

November 9 Will Change History Jay Dubashi What is the need of the hour,

someone asked me the other day. Is it stability, is it unity, is it communal

peace? It is none of these things, I told him. ...
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HISTORY HAS ITS QUIRKS THROUGH SOME METHOD BEHIND

MADNESS SILANYAS TO BERLIN WALL »

From Shilanyas to Berlin Wall Jay Dubashi History has its quirks but there is a

method behind the madness. I said in my last column that November 9, 1989,

would go down in Indian history as one of t...
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RAMA JANMABHUMI TEMPLE MUSLIM TESTIMONY »

Rama-Janmabhumi Temple Muslim Testimony Harsh Narain All relevant British
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government records followed by the District Gazetteer Faizabad compiled and

published by the Congress government in 1960 decl...
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MAHARASTRA, ORIISA, PUNJAB, UTTAR PRADESH HINDUS TEMPLE

AND MONUMENTS RUINED AND CONVERTYED TO MUSLIMS

MONUMENTS »

MAHARASHTRA I. Ahmadnagar District. 1. Amba Jogi, Fort. Temple materials

used. 2. Bhingar, Mulla Masjid (1367-68). Temple site. 3. Gogha (i) Idgãh

(1395). Temple site. (ii) Morakhwada Masjid (1630)....
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EVERY HINDUS STRCTURE IS CONVERTERD TO MUSLIMS

MONUMENTS »

ANDHRA PRADESH I. Adilabad District. Mahur, Masjid in the Fort on the hill.

Temple site. II. Anantpur District. 1. Gooty, Gateway to the Hill Fort. Temple

materials used. 2. Kadiri, Jãmi‘ Masjid. T...
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VAISALI, GAUR AND PADUA, DEVIKOT ,TRIBENI, MANDU, DHAR ,

VIJAYNAGAR , BIJAPUR , BADAMI THE PATTERN OF DESTRUCTION

BY MUSLIMS »

Vaishali (Bihar) “In the southern section of the city the fort of Rãjã Bisãl is by far

the most important ruin… South-west of it stands an old brick Stûpa, now

converted into a Dargãh… The name of th...
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SAHE TH -MAHE TH SRAVASTI JAIN TEMPLE RUINED SARNATH

BUDHISM CASTROPHE »

SaheTh-MaheTh (Uttar Pradesh) “The ruined Jain temple situated in the western

portion of MaheTh… derives the name ‘Sobhnãth’ from Sambhavanãtha, the third

TîrthaMkara, who is believed to have been bo...
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Terrorism with visible sign of SCULL CAPS ROBOTIC WARDNESS »

It was very disturbing to watch the riots by Muslims which are a form of

Terrorism with the visible sign of SKULL CAPS by Muslims involved.India has to

make a choice.Either Muslim votes and no peace o...

yogesh saxena 01:08  -  Limited

Pakistani Hindus number got reduced Looted their modesty, Property

And Converted to Islam »

"The talk about Pakistani Hindus was because how there numbers got reduced

in a country practicing “Religion of Peace.” "WHat kind of religion of peace you

are talking about. 1-2 hindu killed or loote...

yogesh saxena 01:06  -  Limited

Assam Roits Started as Bangladeshi Muslims Goons Raped BODO

HINDU WOMAN »

The Assam riots started because Bangladeshi Muslim goons raped a Bodo

Hindu woman. When Assamese thrashed the rapists it became a big issue

among Allah's rapists. You know Kaffir women are right-hand ...

yogesh saxena 01:04  -  Limited

ISLAM DESRVES NO RESPECT AS IT IS NOT A RELIGION BUT CRIME

AGAINST HUMANITY »

You say you want respect for your "religion." However, respect must be earned -

not given. Islam deserves NO respect because: In a protest against violence in

Assam between native Assames...

yogesh saxena 01:01  -  Limited

The Cradle of HINDU CULTURE ON THE EVE OF ITS ISLAMIC

INVASION »

The cradle of Hindu culture1 on the eve of its Islamic invasion included what are

at present the Sinkiang province of China, the Transoxiana region of Russia, the

Seistan province of Iran and the sove...
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yogesh saxena 00:56  -  Limited

Tragic transformation of Bukhara, Samarkand, Balkh, Kabul, Ghazni,

Sri Nagar, Peshawar, Lahore, Miltan Patan, Ajmer , Delhi, Agra, Dhar

Mandu, Badaun, Kanauj, Biharsharif , Patna, Lakhnauti, Elichpur,... »

The Muslim victors did not get time to raise their own structures from the ruins

of Vijayanagar, partly because the Hindu Raja succeeded in regrouping his

forces and re-occupying his capital and partl...

yogesh saxena Yesterday 18:52  -  Limited

And from the ‘what’s it going to take file?’, we have PRES OF EGYPT

SAYS ‘AMEN’ TO DESTROY ALL JEWS AND THEIR SUPPORTERS »

Where’s my checkbook, I want to have more $ redistributed to Egypt, our honey

ally. Egypt’s President Mohammed Morsi participated in prayers over the

weekend in which the preacher urged Allah to “destroy the Jews and their

supporters.” In footage of the service from Matrouh governorate’s el-Tenaim

Mosque screened on Egyptian state television on Friday, Morsi was shown in

fervent prayer as cleric Futouh Abd Al-Nabi Mansour, the local head of rel...
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yogesh saxena Yesterday 18:50  -  +1'd on buzz.blogger.com  -  Limited

Google Affiliate Ads for Blogger now in the UK! »

Earlier this year, we launched Google Affiliate Ads for Blogger in the US and

added new enhancements in June. The positive results and feedback we've

received are very promising, and we're excited to ...
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yogesh saxena Yesterday 18:47  -  Limited

JAMHOORIA ISLAMIA DEATH WARRANT whther a pure non sense on

Hindus »

"Jamhooria Islamia", a monthly Baluchi magazine published from Panj-gar,

published an interview with Maulana Nawabzadaa Nabiullah Khan, a confidant of

and adviser to the Amir of leading Pakistani Isla...
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yogesh saxena Yesterday 18:43  -  Limited

Hindus burst into protest in Entally Central Kolkata, Anandapalit »

Hindus burst into protest in Entally Central Kolkata, Anandapalit (CIT Road) –

Entally area, remained witness to a sudden flare up between Islamists and

Hindus on the evening of Maha Saptami. Torture...
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Expand this comment »

Krishna G Misra Yesterday 17:47

peace of mind is an interesting idea. finding silence is extremely difficult.

non-reaction is impossible act. keeping a safe distance from information,

imagination, experience, memory, logic, dream and intuition is a state of

independent self. you may know all of these but remain not injured.

'peace clinic' would be soon a popular idea for thoughts rejuneation. 

Add a comment...

Krishna G Misra Yesterday 17:49

does it include politicians dirty dancing in public and make crude fun?
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yogesh saxena Yesterday 18:28  -  Limited

When Sharia becomes the Constitution, he cannot even approach the court, as

he is a kafir. We see secular journalists as our main enemy in the current

struggle to reach power. These secular journalists are digging our statements

we made during the pre-Independence days and trying to beat us. Of course we

opposed the creation of Pakistan during the British times. But that was a

different Jamaat. Our...

Expand this post »
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yogesh saxena Yesterday 17:29  -  Limited

ISLAM FIVE PILLERS KALEMA NAMAAJ ROJA ZAKAT HAJJ AND

HINDUS RITUALS ORTHODOX GREED AND SUPERSTITIONS PREVENT

IT »

Islam stands on five pillars, namely (1) Kalema or six sentences of oath to

Islam, (2) Namaaj or prayer, five times a day, (3) Roja or fasting in the month of

Ramadan, (4) Zakat or giving away a part ...
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yogesh saxena Yesterday 17:23  -  Limited

CYCLE OF CHANGE, EXPERIMENT, RISE AND FALL OF ISLAMIC

RITUALS AND HINDUS ABUSES TO WEAKER WITH GROWTH AND

DECAY PROGRESS AND RETROGRESSION RECURS IN HISTORY OF

CIVILIZATION »

That the government of lndia in the Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment

has further promulgated the requirement for the compulsory registration of the

animals performing entertainment to publi...
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yogesh saxena Yesterday 17:18  -  Limited

PREVENTION OF CRUILITY UPON ANIMALS IS CONCERN AND RIGHTS

OF HINDUS TO PREVENT IT UNDER RIGHT OF SELF DEFENSE FRO

BUTCHERS MUSLIMS »

The provision of laws which are enforceable by the central government in

exercise of their power conferred under the provision of prevention cruelity on
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animals act are enunciated as under;- T...
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yogesh saxena Yesterday 17:14  -  Limited

GODHARA MASSACRE BY MUSLIMS JUSTICE U C BANERJEE WAS

CORRUPT JUDGE IN REPORTING NO GODHARA OCCURED »

More than one hundred Muslims More than one hundred Muslims have been

charged under the much-criticized Prevention of Terrorism Act (POTA) for their

alleged involvement in the Godhra massacre. No H...
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yogesh saxena Yesterday 17:11  -  Limited

Decision MAKING PROCESS OVERREACHING BY CORRUPTION AND

FRAUD UNDER ISLAMIC PERCEPTIONS IN JUDICIAL INSTITUTION BY

ISLAMISATIONS OF JUDICIARY »

1. That the mankind must be satisfied with the reasonableness within reach and

the decision-making process may belong to the knowledge of the law. Thus the

reasonableness and the rationality, lega...
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yogesh saxena Yesterday 17:08  -  Limited

IF NOT ISLAM , THEN WHAT / CURSES OF HINDU RELIGION AND

CASTE DESCRIMINATION WITH LUST FOR GREED AND MONEY

POWER »

IF NOT ISLAM, THEN WHAT? a world without Islam—admittedly an almost

inconceivable state of affairs given its charged centrality in our daily news

headlines. Islam seems to lie behind a broad range of...
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yogesh saxena Yesterday 17:04  -  Limited

MAULANA RIZWAN UL QUASIM HYDERABAD FATWA DINI MADARIS

KA NISAB - O NIZAM AUR JADID TAQAZE »

By Maulana Rizwan ul-Qasmi (Administrator, Dar ul-Ulum Sabil us-Salam,

Hyderabad, India) The Quran is the last Divine revelation, and has been sent by

God for all humanity. It will remain without any ...
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INSTITUTE OF REWRITING HISTORY HINDUS SENTIMENTS HAVE NO

PLACE IN OPPORTUNISTS JUDGE ORIENTATIONS JUDICIARY »

IN THE HON’BLE HIGH COURT OF JUDICATURE AT ALLAHABAD. Civil Misc.

Writ Petition No. 3618 of 2004 (Under Article 22...

yogesh saxena Yesterday 16:58  -  Limited

BRITISH ISLAMIC SUPREMACIST ANJEM CHAUDHARY WHETHER

DEMOCRACY DESTROYED FOR PROPHET ALLAH SAKE OR RISE FOR

TRUTH O MOHAMMAD HINDUS ORIGINS »

British Islamic supremacist Anjem Chaudary: Freedom and democracy must be

destroyed and replaced with obedience to Allah One thing you can say about

Chaudary: he is honest, where some of his slicker ...

yogesh saxena Yesterday 16:54  -  Limited

PRAYER AND GROUNDS IN WRIT PETITION NO> 3618 of 2004

ISTITUTION OF REWRITING INDIAN HISTORY BY P N OAK BY DR B S

CHAUHAN NOW JUDGE OF SUPREME COURT FOR HIS FESEABILITY

AND DESIRABILITY NOT TO DEALT... »

Grounds A. Because truth will not make us rich, but it will certainly make us

free. The wrong historical data leads t...

yogesh saxena Yesterday 16:51  -  Limited

TAJ MAHAL SCRAWLED OVER 14 VERSES OF QURAN TO CHANGE

HINDUS MONUMENTS »

Taj Mahal is scrawled over with 14 chapters of the Koran. 1. That the age of the

original stone of the Taj Mahal and the age of the Koran scrawled-stone a...

yogesh saxena Yesterday 16:49  -  Limited

BANGLADESH ASKS FOR PAK APOLOGY FOR 1971 GENOCIDES WHO

CRES NOW INDIRA IS INDIA FALSEHOOD DRAMA »

Bangladesh asks for Pak apology for 1971 'genocide' Bangladesh on

Wednesday asked Islamabad to offer a formal apology for the "genocide"

committed by its army against people of the then east-Pakista...
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BALKANISATION WITH AN ITALIAN ROMAN CHATHOLICS KGB SPY

MOTHER CHALLENGES THE INSTITUTIONAL CORRUPTION ON THE

COST OF NATIONALISM UNDER PARLIAMENTARION OLIGARCHY »

BALKANISATION OF INDIA ? Apprehensions prevailing in certain quarters about

the probable Balkanization of India in near future are not baseless. During our

recent visit to the Northeast, the attitude ...

yogesh saxena Yesterday 16:42  -  Limited

ISLAM DOES NOT SEPTATE RELIGION FROM POLITICS AND

TERRIFIED PEOPLE UNDER UNCERTAINTY OF POLITICAL STABILITY

TO RUIN UPON INNOCENCE »

Islam does not separate religion from politics; in fact, the concept of religion in

Islam emerged first, the state was 'an after-thought'. The additional Islamic law

does not acknowledge '...

yogesh saxena Yesterday 16:39  -  Limited

SEVEN STOREY PALACE TEMPLE WITH HUNDRED OF ROOMS OF RED

STONES AND MARVEL TEJO MAHALIYA SCAFFOLDED BY MUGHALS »

1. That the rampant corruption was prevalent during the Mogul time and there

were large percentage of unauthorized profits of innumerable middle men thus

there was no money to ...

yogesh saxena Yesterday 16:35  -  Limited

TAJ MAHAL MAY BE SCIENTIFICALLY TESTED ON THE YARDSTICKS

OF FRUTH WHETHER HINDUS MONUMENTS OR ARTIFICIAL QURANIC

VERSES INSERSION BY REMOVING 28 SANSKRIT VERSES TO USURP

HINDUS MONUMENTS BY INVADERS »

1. That the claim that Akbar built the fort is also found to be baseless because

while he is said to have demolished the fort in 1565 A.D., a murderer Adham

Khan being thrown from the terrace of a...

yogesh saxena Yesterday 16:30  -  Limited

INVASION BY MUGHAL INVADERS FROM 712 AD TO 1761 AD BY

MUGHALS AND BRITISHERS SHREWDNESS WITH CORRUPT GANDHI

NEHRU NEXUS BROKEN THEBACK BONE OF HINDUS VIGOURNESS »

1. That during the turbulent time of Invader invasions from 712 A. D. to 1761 A.

D., the edifice was raided plundered and desecrated a number of times.
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Ultimately it passed into the hands of Raja ...

yogesh saxena Yesterday 16:02  -  Limited

SAHAJAHAN OWN COURT CHRONICLER IN HISTORY OF REIGN

BADSHAHNAMA WHY FRAUD IS EXPOSED UPON REST OF HINDUS

AND BY WHOM FIND OUT FOR TREATMENTS »

Paying due compliments and respects to his father Emperor Shahjahan,

Aurangzeb states in the letter, it was a written in 1652 A. D. stating therein that

the repair is needed to the old building comple...
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yogesh saxena Yesterday 15:53  -  Limited

SAHAJAHAN NAMA WRITTEN BY HIS OWN SCRIBER ABDUL HAMID

ON PAGE 402- 403 and DECIDE WHO BUILT TAJ MAHAL TRUTH IS IT

WAS CAPTURE BY RAJA MANSINGH FROM RAJA PARAMINIDEV

WHERE ARE JAT UNDER CHARAN SINGH PR... »

HERE UNDER IS THE LINE-BY-LINE ENGLISH RENDERING (PAGE 402) 1.

Both were separated from one another and with those unjust atrocities fell ill 2.

After some time during his father’s time ...

yogesh saxena Yesterday 15:46  -  Limited

WRIT PETITION NO. 3618 of 2004 INSTITUTE OF REWRITING HISTORY

ON BEHALF OF SRI P.N.OAK AFTER HEARING FROM MONTH AFTER

MONTHS BY DR. B.S.CHAUHAN NOW SUPREME COURT DECLINED TO

DECIDE UNDER FALSE PROTEST... »

IN THE HON’BLE HIGH COURT OF JUDICATURE AT ALLAHABAD.

Supplementary Affidavit In Support of ...

yogesh saxena Yesterday 15:37  -  Limited

THE OBJECT OF EDUCATION, HISTORY ARCHAEOLOGICAL REMAINS

AND MONUMENTS FALSE PRESCRIPTION IS NOT A MISTAKE, BUT

SEDITION WITH THE NATIONAL CULTURAL HERITEGE WHAT

PUNISHMENTS TO GANDHI NEHRU INDIRA DYNA... »

The object of education – 1. Whether enlightenment. 2. Whether wisdom 3.

Whether character assassination. 4. Whether upliftment of character. 5.

Whether for national growth. 6. Whether for diversific...
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IN INDIA JUSTICE TO THE PEOPLE AT LARGE IS WOUNDED WITH

INEQUITY BY OUR CORRUPT POLITICIANS RUINING OUR GREAT

NATION FALSEHOOD OF TAJ MAHAL AS MUSLIMS MONUMENTS

SHAME TO GOVERNMENT »

TAJ SYNOPSIS 1. Sri P.N. Oak was born on 2nd March 1917 at Indore and he

fought the battle of independence in association with Neta Ji Sri Subhash

Chandra Bose and thereafter conducted the research...

yogesh saxena Yesterday 15:28  -  Limited

INDIA WHERE PEOPLE ARE DIGGING THEIR GRAVE YARDS TO LIVE

IN GRAVES DUE TO THEIR CASTE RIDDEN GREEDS FOR POER , LUST

FOR SEX AND CRIMINAL INHIBITIONS BY ANGLO SAXEN

JURISPRUDENCE »

The order of lawyers are conservative by instinct and there are not a few who

believe not only in the necessity but in the absolute sacredness of every

technical rule, however unreasonable, and who se...

yogesh saxena Yesterday 15:19  -  Limited

IS SAVING OF MOMIN'S VOTE MORE IMPORTANT THAN JUSTICE

SANJAY KAUL'S IMPRUDENCE TO FAVOUR HATEFUL PAINTING OF

MFHUSSAIN EATEN BY PESTS IN GRAVE YARDS »

Is Saving Of Momin Vote is More Important Than Mother Land It is a big shame

on the behalf of our country leaders those even after expending 1000 crore of

rupees our secular Ministers are not able to ...

yogesh saxena Yesterday 15:15  -  Limited

IT IS A HOAX THAT TERRORISTS HAVE NO RELIGION, WHAT IS THE

RELIGION OF MOHHAMAD GOURI, OSAMA BIN LADEN GADDAFI AND

AFZAL AND KASHAB WHO IS PROTECTING AND WHY »

It’s a big Hoax that Terrorist’s have no religion!Here is that:- 1. O Muslim

Believers ! don’t make Yahudies and Christians as your friends . Who will be do

so, will be known likewise . Sura 5 A...

yogesh saxena Yesterday 15:10  -  Limited

DETAILS REPORTS OF THE FRAUD COMMITTED BY BRITISH LAWS

UPON THE HINDUS PALACE TEMPLES IDENTITY BY ANTI

NATIONALISTS GANDHI- NEHRU PRO MUSLIMS NEXUS »
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Details in respect of the Hindu Identity of Different Buildings/Monuments Agra

the Taj Mahal That this symphony in marble was a royal Hindu palace. Its very

name Taj Mahal signifies ...
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H.M. EILIOT THEORY OF TAJ MAHAL CONSTRUCTION BY SHAH

JAHAN FROM IMPRIONMENT IS IMPRUDENT AND INTERESTED FRAUD

UPON HINDUS MONUMENT'S TRUTH »

1. That H. M. Elliot, and many western scholars records that the theory of

construction of Taj Mahal by Shah Jahan is an imprudent and interested fraud.

We are questioning the logical reasoning a...
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TAJ MAHAL AND ITS INCASNATION BASED ON RESEARCH BY Sri P N

OAK, PROFESSOR R.NATH, YOGESH SAXENA SOCIAL ACTION

LITIGATION IN SEARCH OF FORUM TO ENLIGHTENED HINDUS

NATIONALISM »

1. THE TAJ MAHAL AND IT’S INCARNATION” based on the Original Persian

data on its Builders, Material, Costs, Measurements etc. presentation by

Historical Research Documentation Programme, Jaipur by...
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MUFTI ABDUL OUDDUS RUMI VANDE MATRAM SINGING LEAD THEM

HELL AS GHOST OF OSAMA, GADDAFI AND SADDAM STILL

ROAMING UNDER ITALIAN MANIO'S FAIMLY »

FIFTY-FOUR pro-BJP Muslims were excommunicated and their marriages

nullified by a local Mufti after they reportedly expressed the view that singing of

national song Vande Mataram was not un-Islamic, a...
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SOME BLUNDER OF HISTORICAL RESEARCH BY ASI IN CONNIVANCE

WITH BRITISH INDIA UNDER COUMAFLAGE OF GANDHI NEHRU

FALSEHOOD »

This is What which is written by Archeological Survey of India (ASI) has written

outside and inside of Taj Mahal Building For Making The World to live in Foolish

Paradox of Falsehood The Taj Mahal (...
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ISLAM WILL AUTOMATICALLY VANISHED NOW IN FOURTEEN

CENTURY »

Salahuddin a moderate voice in Islam is in danger In fourteenth steady’s I

received an email from my friend in Bangladesh named Salahuddin Shoaib

choudhary. He has come to known to western world in la...

yogesh saxena Yesterday 14:40  -  Limited

WHY TAJ MOSQUE HAVING JAMAT ( LADIES) KHANAH , MEHMAN

KHANNAH OCTAGONAL CHHATRIES GROWNED BY PINNACLES

KALASH, ORNAMENTALS CARTOUCHES ALL OF HINDUS PALACE »

The Taj Mosque and Jam’ at Khanah (1631-48) ( as Displayed inside Taj

Building) The Taj Mosque is built on a reside platform on the western side of the

main, white Marble tomb and its ...
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A.S.I. IS A FRAUD INVASION UPON TRUTH BY FALSEHOOD UNDER

BRITISH DOMINATIONDS »

Taj Mahal Forever (As Told To The Visitors by A.S.I.) Taj Mahal, the seventh

wonder of the world, symbolizes India. Taj Mahal means “Crown Palace” and is

in fact the most well preserved and architec...
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VEDIC TEACHINGS FORGOTTEN UNDER THOUSANDS Years TERROR

INVASIONS OF MUGHALS TYRANTS »

Manu, the great law-giver or all humanity has also ruled that the aggressor must

be slain outright without the least hesitation (vkrrkf;ue~ vk;kUre~ g~U;knso

vfopkj;u~) And yet over the centuries, un...
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destruction of Hindus temples REIGN 1634 A.D. DURING AURANGZEB

ABROGATIONS AND SUBJUGATIONS OF ISHWAR DEEN E ILLAHAI

FOLLOWED BY BABAR ANSESTER'S »

Destruction of Hindu Temples. [p. 449] It had been brought to the notice of His

Majesty that during the late reign many idol temples had been begun, but

remained unfinished at Benares, the great stro...
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BRITAIN IS A HINDUS LAND IRELAND IS ARYA STHAN, SCOTLAND IS

KSHATRA- STHAN WALES SEA SIDE REGION IN SANSKRIT »

Extract from BRITAIN IS A HINDU LAND (Written by Sri P. N. Oak) 1. That to

trace the underlying Vedic culture of Britain, let us start with the very name

England. That is of Hindu, Sanskrit origin...

yogesh saxena Yesterday 14:10  -  Limited

JOYS OF COW- BASED FARMING MENTION EVOKES NOSTALGIA »

For those of us who grew up in villages, mention of the cow evokes nostalgia.

Our dawn broke through the cowshed beside the house. Milking cows was a

welcome early morning ritual for the mothers. Ou...
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ILLEGAL CATTLE TRADE FUNDING TERROR BY U.P.GOVERNMENT »

IIlegal catte trade funding terror: UP govt What has for past several years

appeared an innocuous even if an illegal side “business”, namely cattle trade,

could be a source of terror funding, say to...
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CRUELTY INVOLVED IN CATTLE TRANSPORT AND SLAUGHTER

HINDUS MUST JOIN TO SAVE THEM »

CRUELTY INVOLVED IN CATTLE TRANSPORT AND SLAUGHTER In general,

animal agriculture, which involves the rearing and maintenance of large numbers

of animals, leads to environmental degradation. Mecha...

yogesh saxena Yesterday 14:02  -  Limited

BEEF CAN KILL HUMAN BEING AS STUDIED BY NATIONAL RESEARCH

INSTITUTE IN USA »

The National Cancer Institute in the U.S. has conducted a study which

examined the records of more than 500,000 persons aged 509 to 71, who filled
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out questionnaires about their diet and other health ...

yogesh saxena Yesterday 13:59  -  Limited

SEDUCING HINDUS AND NON MUSLIMS GIRL AND SLAUGHTERRING

TO COWS PROGENY IS A PART OF JIHAD, STOP IT AT ANY COST BY

STRINGENTS LAWS »

Seducing Hindu or non-Muslim Girls is a Part of Jihad In her short

communication, “A Hindu Girl's Troublesome Marriage with a Muslim”, Ms.

Leona has narrated how Hindu (or non-Muslim) girls are trapp...

yogesh saxena Yesterday 13:56  -  Limited

JEWS AND CHRISTIANS HAVE HIDDEN MANY DATA RELATED TO

TIDING OF ARRIVAL OF MUHAMMAD »

The Quran claims that the Jews and Christians have used every endeavor to

hide or suppress many data. Some of these are related to the tidings of the

arrival of Muhammad. In this section of our book w...

yogesh saxena Yesterday 13:49  -  Limited

SEX WITH DAUGHTER 'S IN LAW IS VERY PIOUS AND SACRED

RELATIONSHIP PROMOTED BY QURAN »

Sex with daughters in law is a very pious and sacred relationship which is

promoted by Quran and was practiced by 'insan-e-kamil,'” our prophet, the

perfect man. Our prophet had a beautiful daught...

yogesh saxena Yesterday 13:46  -  Limited

ALL MUSLIMS WOMAN SUBJECTED TO ATROCITIES WANT TO

BECOME HINDUS TO PREVENT HUMILIATION BY 73 HURREY AND 23

NIHAMATEYS »

ATTROCITIES ON WOMEN AND THE LEGAL REMEDIES TO PREVENT

THEM There will be no generation of great men, until there are women, free

women of free mothers. There every women deserves sentiments. Women s...

yogesh saxena Yesterday 13:43  -  Limited
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AURANGZEB DESTROYED HINDUS TEMPLE CREATED BABARI

MOSQUE, ANJUMAN BANO ZILANI SAHAJAHAN GRAVE AT

TEJOMAHALIYA, JAT GOOZER SHIVA TEMPLE, BRITISHERS CREATED

MONUMENTS PRESERVATIONS ACT, 1904 to RUIN INDI... »

Aurangzeb's forman to provinces to destroy all Hindu temples and schools. As

many as 5,000 temples were destroyed under him—a minimum of 200 in 1679

alone. On the anniversary of the Babri Masjid demo...
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CRIME AGAINST INDIA NEEDS TOTAL STRINGENTS AGAINST

CONVERSION TO PROTECT VEDIC TRADITIONS »

CRIMES AGAINST INDIA and THE NEED TO PROTECT ITS ANCIENT VEDIC

The Account below is as gruesome beyond human imagination. We hear time

and again people going for their holidays and relaxation to Goa …...
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MAHARAJA HARI SINGH BEHAVED COWARDLY MUSLIMS BARBARITY

AS GANDHI NEHRU CONSORTIUM »

Maharaja Hari Singh though a thorough and devout Hindu behaved cowardly by

closing eyes not to see Muslim designs and barbarity as did Nehru consortium.

His 'My religion is Justice' remained h...
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PSEUDO-SECULARISM Discriminate Hindus perception by False

propoganda of Muslims Communalisations of BHARATIYA culture »

The word secular was inserted into the Preamble by the 42nd amendment act of

1976, during emergency. It implies equality of all religions and religious

tolerance. India, therefore does not have an off...
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LUSTFUL VERSES FROM THE QURAN SEX WITH DAUGHTER IN LAW

IS PERMISSIBLE »

PLEASE JUDGE FOR YOURSELF IN WHAT LEVEL OF SPIRITUALITY THE

WORLD'S ONLY RELIGION OF PEACE EXISTS IN RELATION TO THEIR

SAVIOUR. AND READ THE MAIN NEWS ABOUT HOW BANGLADESH IS

HELPING THE SAUDIS IN ...
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Al  Qaeda said the deadly attack on the US consulate in Benghazi  Libya was

in revenge for the killing of the network's number two Sheikh Abu Yahya al-Libi,

SITE Intelligence Group reported Saturday. "The killing of Sheikh Abu Yahya

only increased the enthusiasm and determination of the sons of (Libyan

independence hero) Omar al-Mokhtar to take revenge upon those who attack our

Prophet," Al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula said in a statement, quoted by the

US-based monitoring group. Al-Qaeda's Yemen-based offshoot did not claim

direct responsibility for Tuesday's attack on the US consulate in Benghazi that

killed the US ambassador to Libya, Christopher Stevens, and three other

Americans. But it stressed that "the uprising of our people in Libya, Egypt and

Yemen against America and its embassies is a sign to notify the United States

that its war is not directed against groups and organisations ... but against the

Islamic nation that has rebelled against injustice." The statement comes four

days after Al-Qaeda chief Ayman al-Zawahiri issued a video eulogising Libi, his

late deputy and propaganda chief who was killed in a drone strike in June.

Mohammed al-Megaryef, the head of Libya's national assembly, said on

Saturday that the attack on the US consulate in Benghazi was planned and

"meticulously executed." Tuesday's attack by armed men in the eastern city of

Benghazi came amid a wave of protests in the Muslim world against a US-made

amateur Internet film deemed insulting to the Prophet Mohammed. Suspected

Islamic militants fired on the consulate with rocket-propelled grenades and set it

ablaze on the anniversary of the September 11, 2001 terror attacks on the

United States claimed by Al-Qaeda. Sensitive documents have gone missing

from the consulate in Benghazi and the supposedly secret location of the "safe

house" in the city, where the staff had retreated, came under sustained mortar

attack. Other such refuges across the country are no longer deemed "safe".

Some of the missing papers from the consulate are said to list names of

Libyans who are working with Americans, putting them potentially at risk from

extremist groups, while some of the other documents are said to relate to oil

contracts. According to senior diplomatic sources, the US State Department

had credible information 48 hours before mobs charged the consulate in

Benghazi, and the embassy in Cairo, that American missions may be targeted,

but no warnings were given for diplomats to go on high alert and "lockdown",

under which movement is severely restricted. Mr Stevens had been on a visit to

Germany, Austria and Sweden and had just returned to Libya when the

Benghazi trip took place with the US embassy's security staff deciding that the

trip could be undertaken safely. Eight Americans, some from the military, were

wounded in the attack which claimed the lives of Mr Stevens, Sean Smith, an

information officer, and two US Marines. All staff from Benghazi have now been

moved to the capital, Tripoli, and those whose work is deemed to be non-

essential may be flown out of Libya. In the meantime a Marine Corps FAST

Anti-Terrorism Reaction Team has already arrived in the country from a base in

Spain and other personnel are believed to be on the way. Additional units have

been put on standby to move to other states where their presence may be

needed in the outbreak of anti-American fury triggered by publicity about a film

which demeaned the Prophet Mohamed
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AL QAEDA DEADLY ATTACK ON US CONSULATE IN BENGHAZI LIBYA

VOTE FOR ROMNEY DEFEAT BARACK OBAMA »

Al Qaeda said the deadly attack on the US consulate in Benghazi Libya was in

revenge for the killing of the network's number two Sheikh Abu Yahya al-Libi,

SITE Intelligence Group reported Saturday. ...
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"Jamhooria Islamia", a monthly Baluchi magazine published from Panj-gar,

published an interview with Maulana Nawabzadaa Nabiullah Khan, a confidant of

and adviser to the Amir of leading Pakistani Islamic party, Jamaat-e-Islami,

Maulana Qazi Ahmed, which was conducted by Jalil Amir. The following

constitutes are excerpts from that conversation which reveals the fundamentalist

ideology and designs of the organisation and its leader.          EQUALITY OF

MEN AND WOMEN IS STUPIDITY                                   Q: The women issue

is very controversial nowadays. Taliban and some fundamentalist organizations

restrict the freedom of women while some progressive Muslim intellectuals are

insisting that the women are equal to men in all spheres. What are Qazi's views
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on women?                                                         A: As I said earlier, the

Prophet Mohammad's (PBUH) views on women are the exact views of Qazi

Ahmed and the Jamat. Equality of men and women is stupidity. What men can

do, women cannot do. Women are weak physically and mentally compared to

men. Men have to take care of women all the time.                   WOMEN MUST

STAY HOME

Women should not have a life outside the family. Education can be provided to

them, but not to compete with men in public.             NO VOTING RIGHTS FOR

WOMEN UNDER SHARIA

Qazi had said once that when JI comes to power in Pakistan, he will abolish the

voting rights of women and minorities. Only the Muslim men can participate in

voting or standing for elections. When I asked the proof from Hadiths, he had

quoted many Hadiths in support of that. I asked him why is it that it is never

talked about openly in the public by the Jamaat? Qazi had said that the hints

are all over the place. But JI did not make it a big issue since the women who

currently have the voting rights may vote against JI in the elections if such a

thing is said openly.  NON MUSLIMS IN MUSLIM COUNTRIES MUST PAY

JIZYA                                 Q: That brings us to the question of minorities. Will

they have to pay Jizya tax?

A: Yes. They have to pay the tax. As explained by Qazi Ahmed , the idea of

Jizya is not protection money. But it is a monetary force on the non-Muslim to

convert to Islam. Once the Jamaat comes to power, the minorities will be

induced (forced) to become Muslims either by monetary or psychological

factors.

ALL INDIAN HINDUS WILL BE CONVERTED INTO ISLAM JI is already equating

India with Hindus so that the Hindus of Pakistan will be forced to become

Muslims. This was a very successful strategy during the Babri Masjid riots. JI

was actively involved in destroying the Hindu temples in Punjab and Sindh. We

ordered the destruction of the Hindu family property too. But our main aim was

to destroy the Hindu temples. We wrote in the JI pamphlets that destroying

each pagan temple makes a Muslim move closer to the heaven of Allah. We

used the Hadiths in all the pamphlets. Babar destroyed the Ram temple in

Ayodhya because he was a true believer. The same way, every Muslim should

take it upon himself to destroy the Hindu temples in Pakistan. O! ur idea was to

encourage the Muslims of India also to destroy the Hindu temples in India. But

this was not met with much success since the Hindu police in India started

attacking the Muslims who were doing Allah's duty. Q: What kind of government

does JI envisage for Pakistan?                A: It will be the Sharia government.

Sharia will be made our constitution so that the eminent Muslim scholars who

had completed the schooling in Madrasas will be appointed as the Judges in

every court. Qazi wanted to make the presidium on the same model as the

Khalifa. Presently our idea is that the entire top leadership of JI as well as all

three military Generals will be part of the presidium for which the Qazi will be the

Khalifa.  OUR MOTTO IS CONSTANT JIHAD

Our motto is "Constant Jihad". The idea is to keep Pakistan in a constant state

of Jihad all the time. Qazi's vision is that Pakistan will be! the centre of the new

Islamic Empire that stretches from Burma to Afghanistan and from Srilanka to

Tajikistan including Kashmir

Towards that end, the Jamaat will use all tactics from terrorism in the kafir-

controlled areas to negotiations in the Muslim controlled areas. Already the

Jamaat leaders of Bangladesh and Jamaat leaders of India have accepted the

primacy of Pakistani leadership in this regard.                                       SRI

LANKA AND BURMA WILL BE PRESSURIZED TO CONVERT TO ISLAM  Q:

What about Srilanka and Burma?           A: Both are Buddhist nations. For that

matter even Baluchistan and Afghanistan were Buddhist once while Sindh and

Punjab were Hindu earlier. Buddhists are generally weaker in matters of faith.

Hence we hope they will become Muslim with a little pressure. But that will

happen only after Jamaat conquers first Pakistan and then India.  Q: What are

the plans for India? It looks like the entire India policy of the Jamaat revolves

around Kashmir.  A: Yes that is true. But that is for a very good reason. See

Kashmir is like a keystone that sits on top of the arch. It is true that the arch

holds the entire weight of the keystone. But if you remove the keystone, then

the whole arch falls down. That is why it is called the keystone. Kashmir is the

keystone for India. Once you remove that, then India can no longer be secular

and it will not be a united country either. Once Kashmir is taken out, these

militancy movements will break India by asking the similar freedom for

Nagaland, Kerala, Mizoram, Meghalaya, Manipur, Assam, Jharkand, Tamil

Nadu, West Bengal and Khalistan.

INDIA WILL BE MADE A 100% MUSLIM NATION  Q: Coming back to the same

point, if India was to become many countries, how do you deal with the

individual Hindu States? They may even become big enemies of Pakistan. Or

they may again re-group to challenge Pakistan.  A: Given the differences

between the nationalities in India, the options for Pakistan are endless. Qazi's

vision is to make the entire India a 100% Muslim Nation. A United India, where

Hindus are majority is an impediment to that. Like Prophet Mohammad (PBUH)

made Muslims out of pagans of Arabia, Qazi also wants to make Muslims out of

the pagans of India.  Q: This is a great vision since this was not even possible

for the Muslim dynasties and Moguls who ruled India for the last 700 years. A:

True. That is because they had never really established the Muslim Empire.

Though the Kings were Muslims, they had entertained the Hindus in positions of



power. When you make an unequivocal statement that only Muslims are voters

and declare that India is an Islamic Republic, then automatically the people will

become Muslims. Little bit of terror had to be applied to the heart of Hindus and

Christians. I will give you a best example. The portions which now constitute

Pakistan had 25% Hindu population before Independence.

TERRORIZATION IS THE BEST CONVERSION TOOL  After Independence, a

lot of Hindus migrated to India. Yet after the migration, the Pakistani Hindu

population was 15%. Do you know what is the percentage now? It is less than

1%. How was this made possible? How did the Hindus convert to Islam in a

short span of 20 years whereas for 700 years they had never converted to

Islam? That is purely because of the terror of the Partition. TERROR FORCED

HINDUS TO CONVERT TO ISLAM IN PAKISTAN  That terror forced the Hindus

who remained in Pakistan to become Muslims. Pure and simple. JI used similar

techniques in Punjab and Sindh. Each time a riot breaks out in India, we had

used that pretext to strike terror among the Hindus, Christians and Ahmaddiahs.

The similar terror will be at the heart of every non-Muslim, both Hindu as well as

Christian, in the coming years in the entire of

India.                                                        PRPOHET SUCCEEDED WITH

TERROR SO CAN WE  

                                                                                               Qazi is an

analytical genius who knows every strategy that was used by Prophet

Mohammad (PBUH) and which will be and should be used in India to achieve

the total submission to Allah.

 

Q: Do you envision a possibility that when Kashmir becomes part of Pakistan,

there could be large-scale riots in India against Indian Muslims? Hence

unwittingly Kashmir could lead to more deaths of Indian Muslims and damage

Islamic Ummah.                 ANY MUSLIM ASSOCIATING WITH A

POLYTHEIST BECOMES A POLYTHEIST     A: Yes that is a possibility. But

our ideology is based on Quran and Hadiths. Prophet Mohammad (PBUH) in

numerous Hadiths and Allah in Quran had said that any Muslim who associates

with a polytheist is a polytheist. Muslims cannot be friendly with a non-Muslim.

This includes the Christians, Jews and Hindus. Also Mohammad (PBUH) says

that even if the Muslim ruler is not good, the Muslims stay with the ruler rather

than go out to a non-Muslim country. Hadiths and Quran are very explicit

regarding this. All the Muslims who did not migrate to Pakistan during Partition

are in essence Hindus. They may think that they are Muslims. But not before

Allah.  They are as self-deluded as the Ahmaddiahs who think they are Muslims

when everyone knows that they are not Muslims. Hence the Muslims of India

who had decided to stay in India during Partition are not Muslims and their

progeny are not Muslim (since they did not migrate to Muslim lands).   Another

thing that I noticed in my journeys in India is that the Hindu farmers generally

offer their entire harvest to their gods at the end of their harvesting season. This

makes the entire crop as haram for Muslims. Yet these so-called Muslims of

India are forced to eat this food which was already offered to some other God

other than Allah.   This is explicitly forbidden in Quran.    MUSLIMS GOING TO

NON MUSLIM COUNTRIES TO SETTLE DOWN ARE KAFIRS  And this is one

of the serious problems of living in non-Muslim countries. Prophet Mohammad

(PBUH) knew such things; that is why he ordered Muslims not to live in non-

Muslim areas. Yet knowingly these so-called Muslims live in India. AGAIN ALL

THE MUSLIMS WHO MIGRATE TO OTHER NON MUSLIM COUNTRIES AND

US ARE NON MUSLIMS . Only the Muslims who intend to come back are

Muslims not the ones who decide to stay in such countries. Hence we do not

care if such Indian Muslims die in the riots.   But due to strategy reasons we do

have excellent relations with these Muslims. All the Muslims who work for

Pakistan and for the glory of Ummah are real Muslims. They are our front line

troops in non-Muslim countries. Hence we have to distribute the arms and

ammunitions to these real Muslims in case riots come to their door.     The

Kashmiri Muslims are pure Muslims who are toiling under the yoke of Hindu

rule. They are victimized by the international conspiracy to keep them under the

Hindu rule. That issue is part of the incomplete Partition, whereas the Indian

Muslims have accepted Partition and stayed on in India knowingly.    JAMAT

WILL BRING SLAVERY BACK TO PAKISTAN   Arabians own slaves. Though

Allah says that the slaves should be treated in a nice manner, he did not

advocate the abolition of slavery. If slavery is bad as considered in today's world,

Allah certainly would have said that slavery is wrong. Prophet Mohammad

(PBUH) also said that the slaves should be treated in a good manner and the

slaves should be released often. But if there is no slavery, how can anyone

release slaves? Hence the re-introduction of slavery in Pakistan is one of the

future plans of the Jamaat. ALL CAPTURED HINDUS WILL BE MADE

SLAVES     All the captured Hindu Indians and Srilankans will be made slaves

to work for Pakistani Muslims. Every God-abiding Pakistani Muslim will get

slaves once we conquer India. All the slaves who embrace Islam will be set free.

Slavery is Islamic. Jamaat is the only political party, which does not voice any

opposition to the slavery in Pakistan. We went around all over Arabia. We were

surprised to know that there are some Hindus in Yemen. These ancient Yemeni

Hindus are not Indians. In my opinion, these Hindus are traders from India in the

ancient times. I was also surprised to know that they have a Shiva temple in

Yemen. Qazi was very unhappy over this. When he talked to the Yemen

leaders, he broached this subject. But the Yemeni leaders refused Qazi's



suggestion of forced conversion of these people to Islam. I don't know why they

refused. I think it may be due to the large population of Hindus from India who

work in Yemen and Arabia. He disliked the current leadership of Arabia for this

reason.      In his opinion, Arabia should not allow any non-Muslim into the holy

lands of Arabia. Arabia should be 100% pure. A large number of Hindus in

Arabia is corrupting the Arabians. Though they live as contractors, they have the

potential to corrupt the minds of the Arabians.   HINDU TEMPLES POLLUTE

MUSLIM LANDS       One such thing is the presence of Arabians in the Qatar

Hindu temple. First the king allowed the Hindus to build a temple and church in

the holy lands, thereby polluting the Holy Land. Second is that even a member

of the Royal family visited that temple to inaugurate that temple. To the horror of

Qazi, he had learnt that one of the powerful members of the Qatar Royal family

is a devotee of a god called Aayappan. This news resolved Qazi to fight the

force of the devil thousand fold.  Q: Such things happen in Pakistan today. I

mean a friend of mine goes to a Hindu temple. Another friend goes to church

meetings.  A: Yes. One of Qazi's relatives wanted to become a Hindu. He did

not have a child for many years and it seems he had prayed to a Hindu God and

got the child. Hence he felt thankful to that god and wanted to become a Hindu.

Qazi got to know of this and called him and threatened him with dire

consequences. That relative did not become a Hindu. But that incident made

Qazi read more about apostasy.  PUNISHMENT FOR APOSTASY IS DEATH 

Quran and Hadith clearly say the punishment for abandonment of Islam is

death. Since Sharia is not the law in Pakistan, and the current Pakistani

Constitution grants the right to change religion, it is legally correct to declare

oneself as Hindu or Christian. But once the JI takes over the government, it will

make Sharia as the Constitution. Then Pakistan will also legally execute any

person who leaves Islam and joins Ahmaddiah, Christianity or Hinduism the

same way Iran and Taliban treats its apostates. He also opined that the

presence of the Hindu temples in Pakistan is the root cause of the problem and

hence we want to destroy all the Hindu temples and Churches in Pakistan.   Q:

This brings us into another area. Right now the Internet is becoming widespread.

Even Saudi Arabia is connected with the outside world. Destroying the temples

may be good, but how can we insulate the Pakistani and Muslim people against

the corrupting knowledge totally?  A: JI had taken a principled stand on the

matter of science and religion. Religion is far superior to science.           ALL

THE WORLD?S KNOWLEDGE IS IN QURAN AND HADITHS   Whatever man

needs to know is in the Quran and Hadiths. Knowing more will create problems

like the Atom bomb and Television.    MUSIC TV AND PHOTOGRAPHY ARE

SATANIC AND HARAM Quran and Hadiths are explicit in denouncing pictures.

Yet the lure of Satan in the form of photography and television is eating our

lives.   Music previously was confined only to the vocal singing. Now science

and technology made the music widespread at a cheaper price. These are the

lures of Satan. We have to be on guard against these harami things.         

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY ARE BAD FOR CIVILIZATION    Hence, more

science and technology is bad for the civilization. I had completed civil

engineering. Hence I am privy to scientific knowledge. I can tell you how

corrupting that is. It even makes you question the glorious Quran.  EARTH IS

FLAT There are many Hadiths, which say that the earth is flat. But any science

will tell you the earth is a sphere. But you can use the same science like the

relativity theory to prove that the earth is flat. It is the same case with evolution.

But the point being that doubt is sown in the minds of the people on the validity

of the Quran as the word of God. More and more we work hard to prove the

Quran's scientific correctness, more and more people will get apprehensive of

the truth of the Quran. This is an abomination.    WHEN ISLAM TALKS OF GET

EDUCATED IT MEANS QURANIC EDUCATION  This is why when we talk of

education, we talk of religious education and not scientific education.  It is true

that science grew after the Prophet's revolution in Arabia. That was the start of

science. Now each and every science is filled with anti-god stuff. If you want to

become a doctor, you have to read evolution. If you have to read any

engineering, you have to believe in the billions of years old universe theory which

effectively says that human beings came to the world only just one or two

million years back.  Q: But we still need the arms and knowledge of the

Western world, which believes in science. And again you had referred to

television as evil. If we abolish photography how can we have passports or

identification cards?  A: Yes. That is strategic. With the help of Allah, we will be

given oil for them to run their cars and we will have arms in that place. We will

use their arms to destroy them in the course of time.   PHOTOGRAPHY WILL

BE BANNED UNDER JI    As far as photos are concerned, they will be banned

as it was done in Afghanistan under Taliban. If there is no need for people to go

out of Pakistan, where is the need for the passports? For those who have to

travel to other countries like the leaders of the revolution, they only will be given

the passport with photos. For that, we will allow limited photography licensed

only to the government. And the biggest corruption in today's Pakistan is Indian

satellite TV and Indian cinemas and Indian songs. We have to abolish these

too.        ARABIC WILL BE MADE OFFICIAL LANGUAGE OF PAKISTAN     Q:

Currently we have a lot of opposition from Mohajirs regarding reservations. What

kind of reservation policy will the JI will have in Pakistan?   A: We approach that

problem as the problem of language. Urdu-speaking Muslims and Sindhi-

speaking Muslims are fighting now. We plan to abolish all the regional

languages like Pashto, Sindhi, Baluchi, Urdu, Punjabi and Brahvi. We want all
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the people of Pakistan to speak Arabic which is our divine language. This will

make everyone equal before everyone else and there would not be any need for

language or region based reservations. We also hope that this will make the

Quran and Hadiths easier to understand and will make the people follow the

Quran and Hadiths to the letter.  Q: There could be language riots. One such

language riot resulted in Bangladesh.   A: Bangladesh was not a result of

language riot. The very idea that they are Muslims will bring the Bangladeshis to

Arabic. We already fund heavily the Arabic language courses all over India,

Bangladesh and Pakistan. From Morocco to Iraq speaks in Arabic, I don't see

any reason why from Morocco to Burma we will not bring Arabic to the people.

Even Bangladesh will start speaking in Arabic. That time there won't be any

Bangladesh where the country name itself has the name of the language. Yes.

Right now our aim is just for reunification without touching on the language issue

of Bengali. JI of Bangladesh is working towards this aim.   Q: The secular

journalists of Pakistan oppose the JI. For example the Dawn and News are very

critical of the JI. How do you see their role in the future?  A: Ardheshir Cowasjee

is able to work only because of the present Constitution of Pakistan. When

Sharia becomes the Constitution, he cannot even approach the court, as he is a

kafir. We see secular journalists as our main enemy in the current struggle to

reach power. These secular journalists are digging our statements we made

during the pre-Independence days and trying to beat us. Of course we opposed

the creation of Pakistan during the British times. But that was a different

Jamaat. Our history starts with Independence.    SECULARS ARE KAFIRS 

Secular journalists are not Muslims even though some of them are carrying

Muslim names. Let them come to us and let us ask questions on the Quran and

Hadiths. We will prove each and every thing we say is from Quran and Hadiths.

Let them prove what we say as wrong from the Quranic angle. Then we will

accept them. But they cannot. They cannot match us in any debate concerning

the Quran and Hadiths. We can comprehensively prove that they are indeed

non-Muslims.! They are like Quadianis who say that the Muslim need not take

up Jihad as an obligation. That is pure nonsense.
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Lt Col Prasad Shrikant Purohit is a key player in the narrative of Hindutva terror.

Believed to be the man at the heart of the extremist Hindu militia Abhinav

Bharat, he was arrested by the Maharashtra Anti-Terror Squad (ATS) on

November 5, 2008, for his role in the Malegaon blast on September 29 that year.

On April 13, 2009, the Indian army instituted a court of inquiry (COI) against

Purohit and four other army personnel and he was found innocent of all the

charges. This, even as a national investigation into saffron terror continues and a

criminal case is pending in a special MCOCA court in Mumbai.

The army’s inquiry having come to an end, the board of officers, comprising

three senior army personnel—a brigadier and two colonels—has forwarded its

findings to the Southern Command. Close to 60 officers were examined as

witnesses over a period of 37 months. Outlook has gained exclusive access to

the testimonies of all the witnesses. These reveal that Purohit will in all

likelihood be held guilty for his association with organisations not recognised

under the army. However, he may very well get a clean chit as far as being

involved in activity that could be termed “terrorist” or “anti-national”. This internal

inquiry is unlikely to be made public.

Besides Purohit, the COI was convened to look into charges against four other

personnel: Lt Col B.P. Dhar, Captain Sood, Major D.P. Sudhir and Subedar

Pawar. All of them were linked to Purohit, though he remains the only one

behind bars. The terms of reference set for the inquiry were primarily to establish

the veracity of six allegations, most of which can be covered under what is

known as “dereliction of duty” in army parlance. Purohit has been proceeded

against for the following:

For reportedly proceeding on leave or temporary duty without approval from his

seniors, thereby absenting himself from duty

For allegedly being a member of Abhinav Bharat, an organisation not recognised

by the armed forces of the Union

For the illegal sale of a non-service pattern weapon

For having initiated procedures to get bulletproof jackets, debugging equipment

and mini bug detectors for personal gains using his official position
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For allegedly swapping ammunition from the army

For allegedly being involved in illegal or undesirable terrorist activity.

The last ground for investigating Purohit would suggest the army is also looking

into the Malegaon blast case. In reality, however, the force is looking only into

his antecedents. As Rohini Salian, special public prosecutor of NIA, says, “The

army inquiry has no bearing on the case before the special judge. These are two

completely different investigations done by two completely different agencies.”

None of the 60 witnesses before the COI, Outlook has learnt, has corroborated

the charge of Purohit being a terrorist. Several witnesses have instead used

epithets like “motivated officer” and “good field operator” for him. His peers too

reportedly describe him as an officer who could cultivate sources with ease.

Sudhakar Chaturvedi was one such source he was cultivating, according to the

argument being presented; it was he who led him to Abhinav Bharat.

This version is at odds with the ATS’s allegation of Purohit being Abhinav

Bharat’s leader. In the picture that emerges from the COI testimonies,

Sudhakar, currently an accused in the case, worked for Abhinav Bharat and

kept feeding Purohit inputs on the right-wing group’s movements during the

latter’s tenure as an intelligence officer of the Deolali unit in Maharashtra.

Gradually, he became a key source and shortcut for Purohit to infiltrate right-

wing groups. After Purohit was posted to Pachmarhi in Madhya Pradesh, he

handed over the “source” to his unit, handled for a short while by the now retired

Subedar Pawar.
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A Jihadi Organisations to trap Hindu girls 'Love Jihad' - Pathanamthitta: Few

days back a secular exposed shocking revelations about a jihadi organisation

named 'Love Jihad' which has been conveniently ignored by rest of the media.

Trapping naive Non Muslim girls (Read as Hindu girls) in the web of love inorder

to convert to Islam is the modus operandi of the said organisation. Already more

than 4000...
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A Foolish Judgment by the Calcutta High Court 

Shubhendu Ray, a resident of Bakultala area of Bahrampur in the district of

Murshidabad, West Bengal. Mr Ray is a businessman and a local leader of a

political party. His daughter Anita is a 15-year-old girl. Shahidul, a local Muslim

boy seduced Anita and forcefully abducted her on 14 October, this year. Later

on, she was forcefully converted to Islam and...
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Bakultala area of Bahrampur in the district of Murshidabad, West Bengal. Mr

Ray is a businessman and a local leader of a po...
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.                 ANY MUSLIM ASSOCIATING WITH A POLYTHEIST BECOMES A

POLYTHEIST     A: Yes that is a possibility. But our ideology is based on

Quran and Hadiths. Prophet Mohammad (PBUH) in numerous Hadiths and Allah

in Quran had said that any Muslim who associates with a polytheist is a

polytheist. Muslims cannot be friendly with a non-Muslim. This includes the

Christians, Jews and Hindus. Also Mohammad (PBUH) says that even if the

Muslim ruler is not good, the Muslims stay with the ruler rather than go out to a

non-Muslim country. Hadiths and Quran are very explicit regarding this. All the

Muslims who did not migrate to Pakistan during Partition are in essence

Hindus. They may think that they are Muslims. But not before Allah.  They are

as self-deluded as the Ahmaddiahs who think they are Muslims when everyone

knows that they are not Muslims. Hence the Muslims of India who had decided

to stay in India during Partition are not Muslims and their progeny are not

Muslim (since they did not migrate to Muslim lands).   Another thing that I

noticed in my journeys in India is that the Hindu farmers generally offer their

entire harvest to their gods at the end of their harvesting season. This makes the

entire crop as haram for Muslims. Yet these so-called Muslims of India are

forced to eat this food which was already offered to some other God other than

Allah.   This is explicitly forbidden in Quran.    MUSLIMS GOING TO NON

MUSLIM COUNTRIES TO SETTLE DOWN ARE KAFIRS  And this is one of the

serious problems of living in non-Muslim countries. Prophet Mohammad (PBUH)

knew such things; that is why he ordered Muslims not to live in non-Muslim

areas. Yet knowingly these so-called Muslims live in India. AGAIN ALL THE

MUSLIMS WHO MIGRATE TO OTHER NON MUSLIM COUNTRIES AND US

ARE NON MUSLIMS . Only the Muslims who intend to come back are Muslims

not the ones who decide to stay in such countries. Hence we do not care if

such Indian Muslims die in the riots.   But due to strategy reasons we do have

excellent relations with these Muslims. All the Muslims who work for Pakistan

and for the glory of Ummah are real Muslims. They are our front line troops in

non-Muslim countries. Hence we have to distribute the arms and ammunitions

to these real Muslims in case riots come to their door.     The Kashmiri Muslims

are pure Muslims who are toiling under the yoke of Hindu rule. They are

victimized by the international conspiracy to keep them under the Hindu rule.

That issue is part of the incomplete Partition, whereas the Indian Muslims have

accepted Partition and stayed on in India knowingly.    JAMAT WILL BRING

SLAVERY BACK TO PAKISTAN   Arabians own slaves. Though Allah says that

the slaves should be treated in a nice manner, he did not advocate the abolition

of slavery. If slavery is bad as considered in today's world, Allah certainly would

have said that slavery is wrong. Prophet Mohammad (PBUH) also said that the

slaves should be treated in a good manner and the slaves should be released

often. But if there is no slavery, how can anyone release slaves? Hence the re-

introduction of slavery in Pakistan is one of the future plans of the Jamaat. ALL

CAPTURED HINDUS WILL BE MADE SLAVES     All the captured Hindu

Indians and Srilankans will be made slaves to work for Pakistani Muslims. Every

God-abiding Pakistani Muslim will get slaves once we conquer India. All the

slaves who embrace Islam will be set free. Slavery is Islamic. Jamaat is the only

political party, which does not voice any opposition to the slavery in Pakistan.

We went around all over Arabia. We were surprised to know that there are some

Hindus in Yemen. These ancient Yemeni Hindus are not Indians. In my opinion,

these Hindus are traders from India in the ancient times. I was also surprised to

know that they have a Shiva temple in Yemen. Qazi was very unhappy over this.
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When he talked to the Yemen leaders, he broached this subject. But the

Yemeni leaders refused Qazi's suggestion of forced conversion of these people

to Islam. I don't know why they refused. I think it may be due to the large

population of Hindus from India who work in Yemen and Arabia. He disliked the

current leadership of Arabia for this reason.      In his opinion, Arabia should not

allow any non-Muslim into the holy lands of Arabia. Arabia should be 100%

pure. A large number of Hindus in Arabia is corrupting the Arabians. Though

they live as contractors, they have the potential to corrupt the minds of the

Arabians. 
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 "Jamhooria Islamia", a monthly Baluchi magazine published from Panj-gar,

published an interview with Maulana Nawabzadaa Nabiullah Khan, a confidant of

and adviser to the Amir of leading Pakistani Islamic party, Jamaat-e-Islami,

Maulana Qazi Ahmed, which was conducted by Jalil Amir. The following

constitutes are excerpts from that conversation which reveals the fundamentalist

ideology and designs of...
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Maharaja Hari Singh though a thorough and devout Hindu behaved cowardly by

closing eyes not to see Muslim designs and barbarity as did Nehru consortium.

His 'My religion is Justice' remained hanging in the air. Nehru took advantage

of Pakistani invasion for revenge on the Maharaja and got rid of him and brought

Sheikh Abdulla, who passed on the territory to be governed, nay ruled by his

son Farrukh who in turn to his son Omar.  Maharaja failed himself, had to

succumb to injustices and he failed the Hindus. His justice theory : 'my religion

is justice' did not help him. Hindu persecution ensued in his state which went to

be ruled by his arch rivals Seikh Abdulla and Gulam Bakhshi at the instance of

Nehru who made that a bargaining chip to Maharaja for help against

Pakistani invasion.  Maharaja Hari Singh died and his Religion hangs no one

knows where. But Justice was not his religion. He could not do justice to what

he himself was, a Hindu and to Hindutva of which Justice is an attribute. No

single virtue or together with any other(s) of Hinduism like Justice or humanity or

love or service could save Bharat, its thousands of temples and people(s) for 12

centuries from Muslim barbarity except clarion call of Hindu heroes, heroines,

Johars, Hindu bravery and sainanis. In effect Advocate Bim Singh is degrading

Maharaja Hari Singh confining him to Justice alone (by making it his religion)

and showing his alienation, this way, from Hindutva.  We HIndus must learn to

say we are Hindus and because this is so humanity is safe. We attack no one,

proselytize no one, practice no barbarity on others, did not conquer a single

nation, gave protection and accomodated all. But we, the Hindus could not

understand ourselves. At most we could adore some of virtues of Hinditva as

Maharaja Hari Singh adored Justice.  Justice in Sanskrit is NAYAYA. It is one

of the six philosopohies of life. Maharashi Gautam and many other vedantists

proclaimed it. It is strange that learned Bhim Singh could not see injustice being

done to Maharaja Hari Singh. His son Karan Singh who is a Phd from Delhi

University, now an elderly man like me did not join Hindu forces simply because

they did not get proud of them though might have learned well. Karan Singh is a

learned  man but is waging tail for favours to keep company with people who had

and are systematically destroying Hinduism and Bharat. He has become a cog

in the machine that could not make even 'India that is Bharat'. Learned Bhim

Singh surprises when he equates article 370 of the Indian constitution to

Maharajas's 1927 Royal decree about 'state subjects'. I wonder why he is not

able to recall Jammu and Kashmir ANDOLAN (movement) against this article :

EIK DESH MEIN DO VIDHAN, DO PRADHAN, DO NISHAN NAHI CHALENGE,

NAHIN CHALOENGE -  (no two flags, no two constitution, no two heads)  by

Jan Sangh (as BJP was called then) half a century ago wherein its great leader

and one of the greatest son of Bharat Mata Shyama Prashad Mukherjee

sacrificed himself for the territorial integrity of Baharat as happened to Lal

Bahadur Sashtri reaching Tashkent at the southern tip of Russia whose

conscience rebelled over signing the territory pact that favoured Pakistan under

pressure from Russia. I (the writer of this critique) happened to have participated

in the activities of the movement as I was in Delhi Then.  National Panther Party
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of which Bhim Singh is a chairman must become a panther. He and Karan

Singh recalling zeal of his father Maharaja Hari Singh for Hinduism must work for

Hindu glory rather than making us aware of his (Maharaja,s) follies, should

become  sainanis and challenge all that brought degradation to Bharat. Stop the

company you keep now, that of fake secularists, for comforts gulping injustices.

Gandhigiri type of conduct will make that sore bleed. Even if it takes him births

and births, understand Hindutva only will be able to evoke justice.

The learned Bhim Singh must have to see that the National Integration

Commission of which he is a member is another device made by the present

sell out secularists as against Bharat and Hindutva. They must see : no justice

sans bharat and its Hindu Sanskriti (civilisation). 

I do not know much of Shri Yuvraj Karan Singh but he become a big

secularist under the congress type umbrella and Ghandhi Nehru type JUGAAD

(technique or Bhanumati ka Kunba). But he must rise up for he has virtuous

blood and Sanskriti in him.  It is not great of Bhim Singh to state what maharaja

said : 'Our future lies with India', because it is where the future of India's

populace lie. So much simple. It would be great of him when he works by

means of his integration council to integrate those to Bharat who crave

disintegration.      Was it not a folly on the part of Maharaja to sign a 'no war

pact' with Jinnah on August 16, 1947 as was with Nehru to sign Panchsheel

pact with China ? Mere signatures on piece of papers. Let us leave Nehru  alone

for much more condemnation awaits him. But is Advocate Bhim Singh stating

that Hari Singh was unable to see cunning in Jinnah or that Hari Singh really

trusted Jinnah ? Stop feigning. Do Integration. Do no injustice to your self.

Yuvraj, you now an old Karan Singh disalign yourself with fake secularists.

Cannot you see the extent to which you are eliminated in the context of J&K.

You have become a total non entity pertaining to J&K. Scholar as you are must

not take time to understand and declare as millions in and of RSS do as Dr

Swami Subramanian do that no system is secular as is Hinduism and is secular

to perfection.You still matter. Try to reach to where you belong : Hinduism. Your

father, Maharaja Hari Singh was a great Hindu ruler but failed ruling Muslim

populated state, politically and also failed integration of J&K to where the state

belongs, to Bharat.  Yuvraj be a SADHAK and ponder over the causes and

Muslim raids over 1200 years via the KHYBER PASS that turned J&K and parts

of India into the Muslim populated territories.  The place you were born is a

Pavitra Bhumi (sacred land) where SHANKRA had to reach for

ATMOTSARG. JUSTICE sans Hinduism could not save Maharaja, J&K and even

the Muslims who having driven Hindus out, have no one else to kill than each

other.  No more the Maharaja, : IS, but his greatness shall be reminded more

and more in his felicitating Hindu pilgrims YATRAS and very many work that

brought happiness to people of J&K and glory to Him.
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. In the meantime a Marine Corps FAST Anti-Terrorism Reaction Team has

already arrived in the country from a base in Spain and other personnel are

believed to be on the way. Additional units have been put on standby to move to

other states where their presence may be needed in the outbreak of anti-

American fury triggered by publicity about a film which demeaned the Prophet

Mohamedmob of several hundred stormed the US embassy in the Yemeni

capital Sanaa yesterday. Other missions which have been put on special alert

include almost all those in the Middle East, as well as in Pakistan, Afghanistan,

Armenia, Burundi and Zambia. Senior officials are increasingly convinced,

however, that the ferocious nature of the Benghazi attack, in which rocket-

propelled grenades were used.

Yemen   The furore across the Middle East over the controversial film about the

Prophet Mohamed is now threatening to get out of control. In Sana'a, the

Yemeni capital, yesterday around 5,000 demonstrators attacked the US

embassy, leaving at least 15 people injured. Young protesters, shouted: "We

sacrifice ourselves for you, Messenger of God," smashed windows of the

security offices and burned at least five cars, witnesses said.

Egypt  Egypt's Islamist President Mohamed Morsi yesterday condemned the

attack in Benghazi that killed the US ambassador. In a speech in Brussels, Mr

Morsi said he had spoken to President Obama and condemned "in the clearest

terms" the Tuesday attacks. Despite this, and possibly playing to a domestic

audience, President Obama said yesterday that "I don't think we would consider

them an ally, but we don't consider them an enemy". Demonstrators in Cairo

attacked the mission on Tuesday evening and protests have continued since.

Iraq  Militants said the anti-Islamic film "will put all the American interests Iraq in

danger" and called on Muslims everywhere to "face our joint enemy", as

protesters in Baghdad burned American flags yesterday. The warning from the

Iranian-backed group Asaib Ahl al-Haq came as demonstrators demanded the
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closure of the US embassy in the capital.

Bangladesh Islamists warned they may "besiege" the US embassy in Dhaka

after security forces stopped around 1,000 protesters marching to the building.

The Khelafat Andolon group called for bigger protests as demonstrators threw

their fists in the air, burned the flag and chanted anti-US slogans.

Others There was a Hamas-organised protest in Gaza City, and as many as

100 Arab Israelis took to the streets in Tel Aviv. In Afghanistan, President Hamid

Karzai postponed a trip to Norway, fearing violence. Officials in Pakistan said

they "expected protests". Protesters in Tunis burnt US flags
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MUHAMMAD DIES DURING SEX WITH AISHA SUCKING HER BREAST

Mohamed's mental state and all have agreed that his symptoms were the same

as those of someone who is likely to have done drug abuse. M's own records of

his childhood symptoms such as hearing voices of his ancestors etc. are exact

syptoms of taking some breed of Datura. It was widely used in ancient times for

practically all things in life from puberty rites to disciplining wayward children.

An expert shaman or witchdoctor would know exactly which Brugmansia to use

to what extent and to produce which particular results. If you see below one of

the Sanskrit names for Datura is Mahamohi. Since M's real name is not known

it is perhaps the fact that he and probably also his followers indulged in Datura

that he got this name. Which is probably why out of spite he insisted that all

Muslims should name atleast one kid Mohamed. It is same as someone who is

always drunk gets the nickname 'bewda' (slang for drunkard in Mumbai) and

then is stuck with it and is known by it. Muhammad Dies During Sex With

Aisha Sucking Her Breast  This is one amazing hilarious fact that your Ulamas

will never tell you. Muhammad dies while having sex with Aisha. Did he die

during foreplay or  > while humping 18 year old Aisha? From the Hadith below,

we know that he  french kissed Aisha by sucking her saliva, and later he met

his final  destination while sucking Aisha's big breast. Probably he had a heart 

attack. You know, old man having sex with young girl. Young girl played  rough

during sex and dirty old man's heart couldn't handle it.  Can you see how this

dirty old man was acting like a spoiled brat? This hypocrite munafiq commanded

you Muslims to be fair to all of your four  wives, but he himself could not be fair

to his own wives. If he wanted to  sleep with Aisha instead of his other wives,

why don't he say so? Why must  he ask "Where shall i stay tomorrow? Where

shall i stay tomorrow?"

 Did Muhammad manage to say "La Ilaha Illa Allah?" Is there any Hadith to 

support this? If he did not managed to say "La Ilaha Illa Allah" then  probably

other Muslims who died after saying "La Ilaha Illa Allah" died a better death than

Muhammad. From the Hadith below, it seems that Muhammad  did not manage

to say "La Ilaha Illa Allah." Probably he died an atheist  saying "La Ilaha" (There

is no god). The most evil man in history finally  died on June 8, 632 C.E. in

Madinah. That explains why he was buried in the room of Aisha.  Sahih Bukhari,

Volume 7, Book 62, Number 144: Narrated ̀Aisha:  that during his fatal ailment,

Allah's Apostle, used to ask his wives,  "Where shall I stay tomorrow? Where

shall I stay tomorrow?" He was looking  forward to Aisha's turn. So all his wives

allowed him to stay where he wished, and he stayed at ̀Aisha's house till he

died there. ̀Aisha added: He  died on the day of my usual turn at my house.

Allah took him unto Him while  his head was between my chest and my neck

and his saliva was mixed with my  saliva. I wonder whether they managed to get

rid of Muhammad's rigor mortis hard-on  which is sticking straight up in the air

and if they don't do something, it  will look odd at the funeral. That could explain

the reason why they waited  for 2 days to bury Muhammad. That also explains

why he was buried in the  room of Aisha.

 Sahih Bukhari, Volume 1, Book 6, Number 299: Narrated ̀Abdur-Rahman bin 

Al-Aswad: (on the authority of his father) ̀Aisha said: "Whenever Allah's  

Apostle wanted to fondle anyone of us during her periods (menses), he used  to

order her to put on an Izar and start fondling her." ̀Aisha added, "None of you

could control his sexual desires as the Prophet could."  Sahih Bukhari, Volume

7, Book 62, Number 6: Narrated Anas: The Prophet I used to go round (have

sexual relations with) all his wives in

one night, and he had nine wives.  From Ibn Hisham page 682: that he heard

Aisha [one of Muhammad's wives] say: "The apostle died in my  bosom during

my turn: [the night Muhammad was to spend sleeping with her] I  had wronged

none in regard to him. It was due to my ignorance and extreme  youth that the

apostle died in my arms."

 monitor5@yahoogroups.com"<media_monitor5@yahoogroups.com>
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 "Innocence of Muslims: An

http://centreright.in/2012/09/innocence-of-muslims-an-unreasonable-

controversy/#.UFnXkbJmS8EA
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Taka 643.55 crore to propagate Islam through Digital Quran site for converting

Hindu-Bhuddhist-Christian Minorities in Bangladesh. Pakistani Hindus arrive

India with horror tales.

Posted by hinduexistence on August 11, 2012

Under the policy of Pan Islamism, Bangladesh Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina 

lunched ‘Quran Digital site’ to propagate Islam and to convert Non Muslim

Minorities in Bangladesh.

~ Upananda Brahmachari.

 

Opening of Digitalised Quran Site (www.quran.gov.bd) by Fundamental BD

Prime Minister.

Dhaka |  Aug 10, 2012 — Now the pro Islamic attitude of BD Prime Minister is

exposed enough. The Prime Minister of Bangladesh and the Awami League

Supremo, Sheikh Hasina on Friday asked Muslims in Bangladesh to follow the

life of Muhammad   and encourage people from other religions to convert toI-s-l-

a-m. 

“We want to let everyone know about Islam. We all should try to get others

drawn to taking to Islam,” the Prime Minister of Bangladesh said this while

launching the website “Al Quran: Digital” at a function at Osmani Memorial

auditorium here today.

She hoped the message of peace in Islam would reach the people in all levels of

society ‘very easily’ through this initiative of the Ministry of Religious Affairs.

Hasina said, “We want to reach the message of peace of Islam to people as we

always hope that the aim of the teachings of the Holy Quran will be achieved.”

“We need to do our duties to the people understanding the essence of Islam. I

want to continue work for human welfare following the path shown by Prophet

Muhammad.”

Read details in : http://wp.me/pCXJT-2hw  

Read :  The Plight of Pakistani Hindus. Pakistani Hindus arrive with horror tales

: Hindustan Times Report.

In the backdrop of a 14-year-old Hindu girl’s abduction in Pakistan’s Jacobabad

city in Sindh province three days ago, a controversy erupted when a delegation

of 150 Hindus was detained by Islamabad for seven hours on Friday before being

allowed to enter India for a pilgrimage.  Head of the delegation Anup Kumar said

they were supposed to cross over to India in the afternoon, but their arrival was

delayed because the Pakistani authorities were apprehensive that they may not

return due to the law and order problems in the southern province of Sindh,

where most of Pakistan’s estimated seven million Hindus live. Read the full

story here.

Pakistani Hindu pilgrims say they don’t want to return from India:Read details in

IBN Live India.

HINDUS ARE LEAVING PAKISTAN UNDER RELIGIOUS PERSECUTION.

Read details in: ..http://wp.me/pCXJT-2hw  
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. PLEASE JUDGE FOR YOURSELF IN WHAT LEVEL OF SPIRITUALITY THE

WORLD'S ONLY RELIGION OF PEACE EXISTS IN RELATION TO THEIR

SAVIOUR.

 

AND READ THE MAIN NEWS ABOUT HOW BANGLADESH IS HELPING THE

SAUDIS IN SPREADING THIS RELIGION OF PEACE WORLDWIDE.

 

Some lustful verses

from the Qur'an: 

Allah managed to hand down quite a few "revelations" that sanctioned

Muhammad's personal pursuit of sex to the doubters around him. Interestingly

they have become part of the eternal, infallible word of the Qur'an, to be
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memorized by generations of Muslims for whom they have no possible

relevance. 

Qur'an (33:37) - "But when Zaid had accomplished his want of her, We gave her

to you as a wife, so that there should be no difficulty for the believers in respect

of the wives of their adopted sons, when they have accomplished their want of

them; and Allah's command shall be performed."

No doubt millions of young Muslims, trying to outdo one another at memorizing

the Qur'an, have wondered about what this verse means and why it is there. In

fact, this is a "revelation" of convenience that Allah just happened to hand down

at a time when Muhammad lusted after his daughter-in-law (wife of his adopted

son Zaid), Zaynab, - a state of affairs that disturbed local customs. The verse

"commands" Muhammad to marry the woman (following her husband's gracious

divorce). As for why this should be part of the eternal word of God...? 

Qur'an (33:50) - "O Prophet! surely We have made lawful to you your wives

whom you have given their dowries, and those whom your right hand possesses

out of those whom Allah has given to you as prisoners of war, and the daughters

of your paternal uncles and the daughters of your paternal aunts, and the

daughters of your maternal uncles and the daughters of your maternal aunts

who fled with you; and a believing woman if she gave herself to the Prophet, if

the Prophet desired to marry her-- specially for you, not for the (rest of)

believers; We know what We have ordained for them concerning their wives and

those whom their right hands possess in order that no blame may attach to you;

"

This is another special command that Muhammad handed down to himself that

allows virtually unlimited sex, divinely sanctioned by Allah. One assumes that

this "revelation" was meant to assuage some sort of disgruntlement in the

community over Muhammad's hedonism. 

Qur'an (33:51) - "You may put off whom you please of them, and you may take

to you whom you please, and whom you desire of those whom you had

separated provisionally; no blame attaches to you; this is most proper, so that

their eyes may be cool and they may not grieve, and that they should be

pleased"

This is in reference to a situation in which Muhammad's wives were grumbling

about his preference for sleeping with a slave girl (Mary the Copt) instead of

them. Accordingly, Muhammad may sleep with whichever wife (or slave) he

wishes without having to hear the others complain... as revealed in Allah's literal

and perfect words to more than a billion Muslims. 

Qur'an (66:1-5) - "O Prophet! Why ban thou that which Allah hath made lawful

for thee, seeking to please thy wives?..."

Another remarkable verse of sexual convenience concerns an episode in which

Muhammad's wives were jealous of the attention that he was giving to a

Christian slave girl. But, as he pointed out to them, to neglect the sexual

availability of his slaves was against Allah's will for him! 

Qur'an (4:24) - "And all married women (are forbidden unto you) save those

(captives) whom your right hands possess."

 Allah even permitted Muhammad and his men to have sex with married slaves,

such as those captured in battle.
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Al  Qaeda said the deadly attack on the US consulate in Benghazi  Libya was

in revenge for the killing of the network's number two Sheikh Abu Yahya al-Libi,

SITE Intelligence Group reported Saturday. "The killing of Sheikh Abu Yahya

only increased the enthusiasm and determination of the sons of (Libyan

independence hero) Omar al-Mokhtar to take revenge upon those who attack our

Prophet," Al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula said in a statement, quoted by the

US-based monitoring group. Al-Qaeda's Yemen-based offshoot did not claim

direct responsibility for Tuesday's attack on the US consulate in Benghazi that

killed the US ambassador to Libya, Christopher Stevens, and three other

Americans. But it stressed that "the uprising of our people in Libya, Egypt and

Yemen against America and its embassies is a sign to notify the United States

that its war is not directed against groups and organisations ... but against the

Islamic nation that has rebelled against injustice." The statement comes four

days after Al-Qaeda chief Ayman al-Zawahiri issued a video eulogising Libi, his

late deputy and propaganda chief who was killed in a drone strike in June.

Mohammed al-Megaryef, the head of Libya's national assembly, said on

Saturday that the attack on the US consulate in Benghazi was planned and
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"meticulously executed." Tuesday's attack by armed men in the eastern city of

Benghazi came amid a wave of protests in the Muslim world against a US-made

amateur Internet film deemed insulting to the Prophet Mohammed. Suspected

Islamic militants fired on the consulate with rocket-propelled grenades and set it

ablaze on the anniversary of the September 11, 2001 terror attacks on the

United States claimed by Al-Qaeda. Sensitive documents have gone missing

from the consulate in Benghazi and the supposedly secret location of the "safe

house" in the city, where the staff had retreated, came under sustained mortar

attack. Other such refuges across the country are no longer deemed "safe".

Some of the missing papers from the consulate are said to list names of

Libyans who are working with Americans, putting them potentially at risk from

extremist groups, while some of the other documents are said to relate to oil

contracts. According to senior diplomatic sources, the US State Department

had credible information 48 hours before mobs charged the consulate in

Benghazi, and the embassy in Cairo, that American missions may be targeted,

but no warnings were given for diplomats to go on high alert and "lockdown",

under which movement is severely restricted. Mr Stevens had been on a visit to

Germany, Austria and Sweden and had just returned to Libya when the

Benghazi trip took place with the US embassy's security staff deciding that the

trip could be undertaken safely. Eight Americans, some from the military, were

wounded in the attack which claimed the lives of Mr Stevens, Sean Smith, an

information officer, and two US Marines. All staff from Benghazi have now been

moved to the capital, Tripoli, and those whose work is deemed to be non-

essential may be flown out of Libya. In the meantime a Marine Corps FAST

Anti-Terrorism Reaction Team has already arrived in the country from a base in

Spain and other personnel are believed to be on the way. Additional units have

been put on standby to move to other states where their presence may be

needed in the outbreak of anti-American fury triggered by publicity about a film

which demeaned the Prophet Mohamed
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Lt Col Prasad Shrikant Purohit is a key player in the narrative of Hindutva terror.

Believed to be the man at the heart of the extremist Hindu militia Abhinav

Bharat, he was arrested by the Maharashtra Anti-Terror Squad (ATS) on

November 5, 2008, for his role in the Malegaon blast on September 29 that year.

On April 13, 2009, the Indian army instituted a court of inquiry (COI) against

Purohit and four other army personnel and he was found innocent of all the

charges. This, even as a national investigation into saffron terror continues and a

criminal case is pending in a special MCOCA court in Mumbai.

The army’s inquiry having come to an end, the board of officers, comprising

three senior army personnel—a brigadier and two colonels—has forwarded its

findings to the Southern Command. Close to 60 officers were examined as

witnesses over a period of 37 months. Outlook has gained exclusive access to

the testimonies of all the witnesses. These reveal that Purohit will in all

likelihood be held guilty for his association with organisations not recognised

under the army. However, he may very well get a clean chit as far as being

involved in activity that could be termed “terrorist” or “anti-national”. This internal

inquiry is unlikely to be made public.

Besides Purohit, the COI was convened to look into charges against four other

personnel: Lt Col B.P. Dhar, Captain Sood, Major D.P. Sudhir and Subedar

Pawar. All of them were linked to Purohit, though he remains the only one

behind bars. The terms of reference set for the inquiry were primarily to establish

the veracity of six allegations, most of which can be covered under what is

known as “dereliction of duty” in army parlance. Purohit has been proceeded

against for the following:

For reportedly proceeding on leave or temporary duty without approval from his

seniors, thereby absenting himself from duty

For allegedly being a member of Abhinav Bharat, an organisation not recognised

by the armed forces of the Union

For the illegal sale of a non-service pattern weapon

For having initiated procedures to get bulletproof jackets, debugging equipment

and mini bug detectors for personal gains using his official position

For allegedly swapping ammunition from the army

For allegedly being involved in illegal or undesirable terrorist activity.

The last ground for investigating Purohit would suggest the army is also looking

into the Malegaon blast case. In reality, however, the force is looking only into

his antecedents. As Rohini Salian, special public prosecutor of NIA, says, “The

army inquiry has no bearing on the case before the special judge. These are two

completely different investigations done by two completely different agencies.”

None of the 60 witnesses before the COI, Outlook has learnt, has corroborated

the charge of Purohit being a terrorist. Several witnesses have instead used
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epithets like “motivated officer” and “good field operator” for him. His peers too

reportedly describe him as an officer who could cultivate sources with ease.

Sudhakar Chaturvedi was one such source he was cultivating, according to the

argument being presented; it was he who led him to Abhinav Bharat.

This version is at odds with the ATS’s allegation of Purohit being Abhinav

Bharat’s leader. In the picture that emerges from the COI testimonies,

Sudhakar, currently an accused in the case, worked for Abhinav Bharat and

kept feeding Purohit inputs on the right-wing group’s movements during the

latter’s tenure as an intelligence officer of the Deolali unit in Maharashtra.

Gradually, he became a key source and shortcut for Purohit to infiltrate right-

wing groups. After Purohit was posted to Pachmarhi in Madhya Pradesh, he

handed over the “source” to his unit, handled for a short while by the now retired

Subedar Pawar.
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MUHAMMAD DIES DURING SEX WITH AISHA SUCKING HER BREAST

Muhammad Dies During Sex With Aisha Sucking Her Breast  This is one

amazing hilarious fact that your Ulamas will never tell you. Muhammad dies

while having sex with Aisha. Did he die during foreplay or  > while humping 18

year old Aisha? From the Hadith below, we know that he  french kissed Aisha

by sucking her saliva, and later he met his final  destination while sucking

Aisha's big breast. Probably he had a heart  attack. You know, old man having

sex with young girl. Young girl played  rough during sex and dirty old man's

heart couldn't handle it.  Can you see how this dirty old man was acting like a

spoiled brat? This hypocrite munafiq commanded you Muslims to be fair to all of

your four  wives, but he himself could not be fair to his own wives. If he wanted

to  sleep with Aisha instead of his other wives, why don't he say so? Why must 

he ask "Where shall i stay tomorrow? Where shall i stay tomorrow?"

 Did Muhammad manage to say "La Ilaha Illa Allah?" Is there any Hadith to 

support this? If he did not managed to say "La Ilaha Illa Allah" then  probably

other Muslims who died after saying "La Ilaha Illa Allah" died a better death than

Muhammad. From the Hadith below, it seems that Muhammad  did not manage

to say "La Ilaha Illa Allah." Probably he died an atheist  saying "La Ilaha" (There

is no god). The most evil man in history finally  died on June 8, 632 C.E. in

Madinah. That explains why he was buried in the room of Aisha.  Sahih Bukhari,

Volume 7, Book 62, Number 144: Narrated ̀Aisha:  that during his fatal ailment,

Allah's Apostle, used to ask his wives,  "Where shall I stay tomorrow? Where

shall I stay tomorrow?" He was looking  forward to Aisha's turn. So all his wives

allowed him to stay where he wished, and he stayed at ̀Aisha's house till he

died there. ̀Aisha added: He  died on the day of my usual turn at my house.

Allah took him unto Him while  his head was between my chest and my neck

and his saliva was mixed with my  saliva. I wonder whether they managed to get

rid of Muhammad's rigor mortis hard-on  which is sticking straight up in the air

and if they don't do something, it  will look odd at the funeral. That could explain

the reason why they waited  for 2 days to bury Muhammad. That also explains

why he was buried in the  room of Aisha.

 Sahih Bukhari, Volume 1, Book 6, Number 299: Narrated ̀Abdur-Rahman bin 

Al-Aswad: (on the authority of his father) ̀Aisha said: "Whenever Allah's  

Apostle wanted to fondle anyone of us during her periods (menses), he used  to

order her to put on an Izar and start fondling her." ̀Aisha added, "None of you

could control his sexual desires as the Prophet could."  Sahih Bukhari, Volume

7, Book 62, Number 6: Narrated Anas: The Prophet I used to go round (have

sexual relations with) all his wives in
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one night, and he had nine wives.  From Ibn Hisham page 682: that he heard

Aisha [one of Muhammad's wives] say: "The apostle died in my  bosom during

my turn: [the night Muhammad was to spend sleeping with her] I  had wronged

none in regard to him. It was due to my ignorance and extreme  youth that the

apostle died in my arms."
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Last month, in the Ramu area of the People’s Republic of Bangladesh (PRB), a

large  crowd of the majority religionists destroyed 24 Buddhist and Hindu

temples. The crowd included many functionaries of three major political groups –

 Awami League,  BNP and  Jamaat-e-Islami. Thus, it was not simply a Rohingya

response to the Buddhist-on-Muslim oppression in Burma. 

When British India was partitioned amidst massive violence, the conception of

mutually assured security – that minorities would be safe because attacks on

them would risk retribution by their majority co-religionists elsewhere — was

blown to smithereens. Macabre minority-less zones were created in vast

stretches of the Punjab, Sindh and Rajputana. In Bengal, the story was different.

Except events in Kolkata, Noakhali and Barisal, mass-blood letting was not as

prominent as feature as it was in the west. But there was migration of epic

proportions – with more Hindus moving into the Indian Union than Muslims

moving to Pakistan. This, in part, indicated the difference in security and threat-

perception of minorities. The migration of persecuted minorities from East to

West Bengal still continues. East Bengal (as East Pakistan and later PRB )

has recorded a continuous decade on decade decrease in the percentage of its

Hindu and Buddhist minority population since 1951 – a matter of no small

shame. 

This is especially tragic because the Liberation war of 1971 was also believed

by many to be a triumph of secularist forces against the forces of religion-based

politics. Valiant people like the famous Shahriar Kabir and the lesser known

Shamim Osman Bhulu, both belonging to the majority community of East

Bengal, have often risked their own lives to protect the minorities and uphold the

values of ‘71. But they are powerless in front of a crowd of 25,000, a constitution

that discriminates and a state that is apathetic to the plight of the minorities, at

best.

The large-scale anti-minority riots of 1950 in East Bengal  partly prompted the

Indian government to develop a framework that would safety and security to

minorities in Pakistan and India. The resulting Nehru-Liaquat pact remained only

in paper. Later in 1970-71, tens of millions of refugees, mostly of minority

religions, arrived in West Bengal and Tripura to escape selective extermination

in East Pakistan. The famous Ramna Kali temple that dominated the skyline of

Dhaka then was bull-dozed to the ground by the Pakistan army. Lamentations

notwithstanding, successive governments of Bangladesh, secular or not, elected

or dictatorial, have not rebuilt it.

However, the worst point of minority persecution comes through the destruction

of their economic means and homestead. Painstaking research by Professor

Abu Barkat of Dhaka University has shown that as of 1997, through various

version sof the Enemy Property Act, 53% of the  land owned by Hindus has

been forcibly taken over, most of it between 1972 and 1980. This has affected 4

out of every 10 Hindu households. The largest beneficiary of these illegally

dispossessed lands were those affiliated to the ‘secular’ party Awami League,

followed by BNP and Jamaat-e-Islami.

The subcontinent is a tinderbox that is never too far from explosion. What

happens in one nation exacts a heavy price in another. The destruction of the

Babri mosque  in Ayodhya and the anti-Muslim rioting in Mumbai led to anti-

Hindu riots in Bangladesh with many temples destroyed. Mutually-assured

protection has degenerated into mutually-assured violence prevention in these

times. That is why, when one sees the perpetrators of anti-Muslim rioting in

India shedding copious tears about the state of minorities in the Republic of

Bangladesh, it is important to call out their dangerous game of cynical and

selective concern for minority rights.
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The solutions to peace do not reside in any one nation of the subcontinent. By

trying to ensure that all the butchers of Gujarat 2002 and Mumbai 1992 are

prosecuted to the last man and woman, one gains the moral right to condemn

the brutalization of minorities in the Republic of Bangladesh. Certain followers of

Ram want the Ramna rebuilt and Ramu violence condemned, while maintaining

silence on the rubble at Ayodhya. This silence needs to be exposed and

broken. The many big and small Shahriar Kabirs and Shamim Osman Bhulu’s of

East Bengal want us to break the silence.
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GYASUDDIN GAZI  AND MAMUNA BEGUM W/O FIROZ KHAN AND

MOHHABAT YUNUS, THE DECEPTIVE ALTAKIYA MUSLIM IMPOSTURE

GANDHI, A BISEXUAL ON KASHMIR - THEN THROUGH THE DYNASTY

UNTIL NOW BY EVICTION OF HINDUS FROM THEIR OWN ANCESTRAL

LAND BY ILLEGAL INFILTRATION OF MUSLIMS FROM PAKISTAN AND

BANGLADESH . NOW THEY ARE MURDERING TRIBES

OPENLY IN THOUSANDS. INDIA'S MEDIA AND WORLD MEDIA ARE

CORROBORATORS TO THE ISLAMIZATION OF INDIA.

HAVE YOU ANYTIME SEEN THE DETAILS HOW THESE PAKISTANI,

BANGLADESHI, AFGHAN

INFILTRATORS ENTERING,USURPING THE CHILDRE OF THE SOIL AND

MURDERING THEM.

IN USA , WHERE THE MEDIA IS FREE , YET EVEN THE ETHNIC INDIAN

MEDIA - 

THE TV AND WEEKLIES ALWAYS CENSOR THE PERSECUTION , RAPE

AND MURDER ON

HINDUS. SAME MEDIA WILL BLARE EVEN A SMALL RETALIATION BY

HINDU. FACE IT, HINDU .-

THIS IS YOUR OWN MEDIA - RUN BY HINDUS . THEY ARE AFRAID TO TELL

THE TRUTH. JUST AFRAID OF LIFE. JUST COWARDS ? OR APPEASERS

AS WELL.

OR WHY THEY DO NOT MISS A SINGLE INCIDENCE WHEN HINDUS ERR.

THE WORLD MEDIA IS ABRAHAMIC . THEY AT BEST TOLERATE HINDUS,

WHOM THEY MOSTLY CONSIDER AS "PAGAN".
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Last month, in the Ramu area of the People’s Republic of Bangladesh (PRB),

a large  crowd of the majority religionists destroyed 24 Buddhist and Hindu

temples. The crowd included many functionaries of three major political

groups –  Awami League,  BNP and  Jamaat-e-Islami. Thus, it was not simply

a Rohingya response to the Buddhist-on-Muslim oppression in Burma.
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The intention of Founding Fathers of the Constitution of India was not to create

any privilege to minority religious community while introducing Articles 29 and

30 of the Constitution of India.  This was just a protection given to minorities due

to meagre population and strength treating such religious groups as non-

dominant groups/communities.    Constituent Assembly has categorised these

non-dominant...
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